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ABSTRACT

1

Self-adaptive systems offer several attack surfaces due to the communication via different channels and the different sensors required
to observe the environment. Often, attacks cause safety to be compromised as well, making it necessary to consider these two aspects
together. Furthermore, the approaches currently used for safety and
security analysis do not sufficient take into account the intermediate steps of an adaptation. Current work in this area ignores the
fact that a self-adaptive system also reveals possible vulnerabilities
(even if only temporarily) during the adaptation. To address this
issue, we propose a modeling approach that takes into account
the different relevant aspects of a system, its adaptation process,
as well as safety hazards and security attacks. We present several
models that describe different aspects of a self-adaptive system and
we outline our idea of how these models can then be combined
into an Attack-Fault Tree. This allows modeling aspects of the system on different levels of abstraction and co-evolve the models
using transformations according to the adaptation of the system.
Finally, analyses can then be performed as usual on the resulting
Attack-Fault Tree.

The use of self-adaptive systems is steadily increasing, especially,
e.g, in the context of cyber-physical systems or autonomous vehicles. The advantage of such systems is that they are aware of their
state and the state of their environment and, if necessary, decide for
themselves whether to adapt when a state changes, and if so, how.
However, this advantage also poses serious risks, since classical
analyses are no longer applicable due to their inability to take the
adaptation into account. Since a faulty system can cause damage to
property, health and the environment, a consideration of the safety
of self-adaptive systems is essential. But this is still not sufficient,
since faulty system behavior can not only occur due to errors in
the system, but can also be deliberately provoked by attacks.
Current research in the field of combining safety and security
for self-adaptive systems is not sufficient. There is some existing
work in this field, for example by Fovino et al. [13] or Kumar and
Stoelinga [11], that combine Fault Trees and Attack Trees to AttackFault Trees. The Attack-Fault Trees presented are not specialized
to the challenges of self-adaptive systems, since they are created
manually and not updated automatically according to an adaptation
performed. Čaušević et al. [6] present in their vision paper their
idea for combining safety and security for self-adaptive systems
using different models at design and at runtime. Another example
is the work of Lui et al. [12], that presents an approach of defining
safety and security goals and then determining which attacks could
compromise them. These works are a first starting point, but both,
Čaušević et al. [6] and Lui et al. [12], lack the consideration of the
safety and security risks arising during an adaptation. The fact
that an adaptation is not performed in zero time and cannot be
considered as an atomic transaction is not taken into account.
To close this gap, we propose a modeling approach, which consists of several models, that describe different aspects of a system.
We present a model to describe the data flow between individual
components and a model to describe the deployment of the components of a system. These two models are closely representing the
system and are able to adapt and co-evolve with the self-adaptive
system. To model the individual steps of an adaptation, we use
transformations which, when applied to the models, lead to the
individual transient states of an adaptation process. The safety aspects are modeled using Fault Trees [29] and the security aspects
are modeled using Attack Trees [23]. Since Fault Trees are modeled
mainly at the component level and Attack Trees at a more detailed
level, e.g., at the protocol level, these two models cannot be easily
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combined. Therefore, we outline our idea on how we can combine the information from our models to generate an Attack-Fault
Tree (AFT) [11]. The resulting AFT then serves as the basis for the
associated safety and security analyses.
In the following section, we discuss related work and in Section 3
we present our proposed modeling approach using an illustrative
example. In Section 4, we provide an outlook on the planned analyses, which are based on our modeling approach. Finally, in Section 5
we summarize and conclude this paper.

2

RELATED WORK

In this section we relate our research to other existing approaches.
In the context of SAS several work regarding security aspects were
published. One large topic in this area is the automatic detection
of attacks by establishing intrusion detection systems (IDS), e. g
[17, 18]. The authors of [24] mention a "threat database" that is used
for automatic adaptation of Android Application’s permissions, but
in contrast to this work, this database is fed manually and not by
mining CVS notifications. Pianini et al. "look at security in the
context of CASs [collective adaptive systems] by reasoning on how
existing patterns and recommendations may apply under the assumptions and characteristics of such systems." [19]. According to
their taxonomy our work covers all of the four layers presented in
the context of the "Defense in depth" principle: application, middleware, platform, and close-to-metal. While the mentioned research
focus on security, there exist also some work regarding safety of
SASs (e. g. [5, 8]). Only some researchers consider safety and security aspects together as shown in the following.
In [12] the authors present a safety-security co-design engineering process that is tailored for platooning system. In this process the
security goals are derived from the safety goals and an attack model.
Similarly, in [28] the usage of digital twins is suggested to support
the identification of safety and security goals. Whereas these approaches focus on the identification of abstract safety and security
problems, the vision described in [6] introduces some ideas how
these models could be used. The authors mention architecture and
behavioral models that shall be used to analyze safety and security
requirements at run-time of a self-adaptive system. However, no
details are given, how these models should look like. In our work we
introduce concrete architecture and deployment descriptions that
allow for an integration of known or arising vulnerabilities of used
components into an analysis framework at run-time, thus bridging
the gap between abstract high-level safety goal descriptions and the
low-level distributed execution of a system on different platforms.
The approach of Khakpour et al. [7] focuses on vulnerabilities of the system in transient states that occur especially during
architecture-based adaptations. They manually add vulnerability
information to the architecture description by utilizing Acme’s
properties of components. Finally, they use MulVAL[16] to generate a probabilistic attack graph. We also take the adaptation process
into account by modeling the adaptation as graph transformation
(similarly to Bucchiarone et al. [4]) consisting of different steps. We
extend this approach by considering security with respect to safety
aspects. Instead of defining vulnerabilities manually, we mine them
for the components involved from CVE (Common Vulnerabilities
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and Exposures) databases and the architecture description. Furthermore, we model not only components but also protocols or
hardware in our architecture description. The generation of attack
trees (in particular for a network-based model) was also done by
Kotenko et al.[9] and Ou et al. [15].
The approach presented by Priesterjahn et al. [20] analyzes the
time needed to finish a system adaptation before a hazard occurs.
The authors introduce min-max execution time intervals for each
component in order to analyze the propagation time of a failure
through the system, but they do not take security aspects into
account.
Several approaches influenced our ideas how to combine the
different models: The combination of fault trees with attack trees
can be done by introducing new gates and symbols as suggested
by Kumar and Stoelinga in [11] or Stoelinga et al. in [1]. Another
alternative is a less tight coupling just by allowing roots of attack
trees as basic events in fault trees. We adopted this suggestion
introduced by Steiner and Liggesmayer [25] and Fovino et al. [14].
Finally, the comparison of used libraries to CVE database entries
is realized by commercial products like snyk1 and for Java by Viertel
et al. [30].

3

PROPOSED APPROACH

Safety and security properties are intertwined and must not be
analyzed in separation. In addition, the resulting model must consider possible architecture adaptations of the system (which have
an impact on these safety and security properties) and allow the
model to adapt accordingly and automatically.
Figure 1 gives a broad overview over our proposed modeling approach for self-adaptive systems. Sections 3.1 and 3.5 describe how
Fault and Attack Trees can be modeled independently by experts
or mined from vulnerability databases. Section 3.2 introduces the
logical Dataflow Graph that can be tied to events in these Fault or
Attack Trees. These links may be annotated with additional impact
requirements–minimum CVSS (Common Vulnerability Scoring System) impact scores required to trigger the linked event. In order to
allow attacks to reference specific libraries, protocols or hardware, a
Deployment Model is introduced in Section 3.3. Graph transformation rules are used to describe the system adaptation (Section 3.4).
From these distinct models, a combined AFT is generated by using
general combination rules, representing common weaknesses and
attack patterns (Section 3.6). Analysis (Section 4) is then performed
in two dimensions: state space exploration of the transformation
steps and stochastic model checking on the combined AFTs.
In order to illustrate our proposed approach, we use a small,
simplified example, due to space limitations. Our example consists
of a ground control station (GCS) that communicates with an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), i.e. quadcopter, during a given mission
via WiFi. The GCS sends flight commands to the UAV and receives
telemetry data. If the UAV passes areas where the WiFi signal is
too weak, the adaptation process starts and the system switches
to longer range radio communication. The UAV then receives the
command to fly back closer to the GCS. If the UAV is close enough
to the GCS again, the system completes its adaptation by switching
back to communicate via WiFi.
1 https://snyk.io
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events, which are events that depend on other events. Gates are
used to express the dependencies between events by linking them
logically, e.g. by AND or OR [29]. Basic events in a Fault Tree can
link to elements of the Dataflow Graph (cf. Section 3.2). We introduce an additional element, which is modeled as an external
event (house shape in Figure 2) that contains the name of the referenced Dataflow Graph element and the minimum required CVSS
impact on the dataflow element to trigger the linked event. The
impact specification corresponds to the CVSS metrics: for example,
an event can cause or require an impact on the Confidentiality,
Integrity or Availability of the channel or component. The basic
event "connection lost" in a Fault Tree might reference one or more
dataflow channels and require a high impact on the availability (e.g.
caused by a DoS-attack) in order to activate this basic event. Vice
versa, the top event "data corruption in component" of an Attack
or Fault Tree can reference a component of the Dataflow Graph
and cause a high integrity impact on the component if the event is
activated.
In our approach, we assume that a Fault Tree is modeled for
each fault manually by a safety expert, resulting in a forest of fault
trees. These Fault Trees are immutable, however, the linked dataflow
elements or their deployment might change during reconfiguration.
Figure 2 displays an excerpt of a Fault Tree for our UAV example.
The analyzed safety risk is the loss of control of the UAV, which
can lead to theft of the UAV, property damage or even injuries. One
way that this undesirable event occurs is through the occurrence
of the two basic events (shown as ellipses in Figure 2) “No WiFi
connection” AND “No radio connection”. The intermediate event
"Incorrect return message" is linked to the "commands"-channel in
the Dataflow Graph using an external event. Since there are other
combinations of events that lead to loss of control, the AND-gate
and the intermediate event are connected to the top event using an
OR-gate. For reasons of readability, we have omitted further parts
of the Fault Tree.

A'

Loss of control over
the quadcopter

Combination Rules (3.6)

*

Incorrect return
message

AFT Adaptation

No WiFi
connection

Combined Attack-Fault Tree

Figure 1: Overview of the modeling approach.

Fault Trees

In order to model possible safety hazards, we use Fault Trees (FT).
Starting from an undesired event and taking into account the system and its environment, it is analyzed which events lead to the
occurrence of the undesired event analyzed [29].
There are several variants of Fault Trees [22], we use a simple
one as a starting point, because it can be easily extended if necessary. The leaves of a Fault Tree are so-called basic events that do
not depend on other events and do not require further specification. The inner vertexes of a Fault Tree are so-called intermediate

commands

Figure 2: Excerpt of a Fault Tree for the example.

3.2
3.1

No radio
connection

Dataflow Graph

The dataflow between the software components of an application,
subsystems and physical components contains information how
failures or attacks may spread and proliferate. A Dataflow Graph
that contains the system’s components and abstract connections,
i.e. not regarding the deployment or realization of the data channel,
is used to determine whether an event in one part of the system
can have an impact on other parts of the system.
The high level of abstraction of this Dataflow Graph simplifies
modeling implicit or indirect information flow, e.g. side channels
that may leak information or sensors measuring the system state
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through the environment. This logical dataflow is intentionally
architecture and technology agnostic to possibly model any kind
of system. The specific protocols or technology used is specified in
the Deployment Model.
The Dataflow Graph consists of components and channels between these components. Components can send messages through
directed channels with an arbitrary number of senders and receivers
per channel.
A fault or attack event (in the respective tree) can reference
a component or channel that is affected by or the source of the
event. The relation of linked Fault or attack events, e.g. that an
attack event has a cascading effect affecting other components, is
expressed through combination rules (Section 3.6) that define the
structure of the generated AFT.
GCS

commands
PX4

mavros_node
telemetry

Figure 3: Excerpt of the Dataflow Graph for the example.
Figure 3 shows an excerpt of the Dataflow Graph for our running
example. The mavros_node in the GCS communicates with the
quadcopter (PX4) through a command and telemetry channel. The
Fault Tree can reference the commands through an external event
irrespective of the realization of the channel (WiFi or radio).
The Dataflow Graph can be generated if the platform or framework used offers appropriate introspection capabilities. For example,
the node graph of a running ROS [21] system can be obtained at
runtime and directly transformed into a Dataflow Graph. Alternatively, the Dataflow Graph can be derived statically from e.g. SysML
internal block diagrams. Additional dataflow information, implicit
or indirect channels can be added manually ahead of time.

3.3

Deployment Model

Every component in the Dataflow Graph runs on a specific hardware (HW) with a given operating system (OS) that provides a set
of libraries that might be used by the components. Similarly, every
communication channel can use a protocol (stack) that is typcially
also implemented in libraries running on an OS on a given HW.
Each involved unit (protocol, library, HW) can have one or more
vulnerabilites that could be exploited to attack the system.
The goal of the Deployment Model is on the one side to model
the overall architecture of a system on different levels of abstraction
and on the other side to define the deployment of the components
and channels of the Dataflow Graph on the different parts of the
system.
For this purpose, we define a transitive dependency relation
𝑐 → 𝐷 with 𝑐 is the identifier (e. g. a common platform enumeration entry (CPE)2 ) of a component/channel/protocol/library/set of
libraries/hardware/proxy, 𝐷 is a set of protocols/libraries/hardware
components, and 𝑐 depends on the entries given in 𝐷. Types are
2a

unified naming scheme for hardware, software, and packages, see https://nvd.nist.
gov/products

added to each of these elements for a better differentiation. The combination of dependencies describes the set of platforms on which
components can be deployed. In this context, a proxy is an abstract
placeholder for a concrete instance of a platform. In the following
example, WiFi is a proxy for a concrete instance of an existing WiFi
network with certain properties. The instantiation of this proxy is
done in a separate entry.
The deployment of a component (of the Dataflow Graph) is
just a top level dependency of the Deployment Model. Thus, the
highest level of the Deployment Model correspond to elements of
the Dataflow Graph and the lowest level correspond to (potential)
vulnerable elements like protocols, libraries, and hardware components. An architecture reconfiguration can be modeled as a change
of the deployment of a component which includes the exchange of
a component by a new one.
In our running example, an excerpt of a simplified Deployment
Model might look like this (for sake of brevity, only left-hand-side
types are shown):
PX4:Component → {Mavlink2.0, pixhawk, ...}
Mavlink2.0:Protocol → {MavlinkLib, UDP, UART, ...}
commands:Channel → {Mavlink2.0, WiFi}
WiFi:Platform → {IEEE 802.11n, WPA2, UDP, TCP/IP, ...}
Radio:Platform → {UART} . . .
Note, that some of the dependencies can be derived automatically (e.g. by examining the dependencies of a linux binary or by
retrieving the installed library versions of an OS).
Due to the transitive property of the relation it is possible to
combine the dependency sets, e.g.: commands → {Mavlink2.0,
MavlinkLib, IEEE 802.11n, WPA2, UDP, TCP/IP, UART, ...}.

3.4

Architecture Adaptation

In order to describe the adaptation of a system, we use graph transformations. Thereby, the individual steps of an adaptation to be
performed are described by several individual transformation rules.
These transformation rules can then be applied to the Dataflow
Graph and the Deployment Model to automatically achieve the
transient states during an adaptation.
We use Henshin [26] to define the transformations. This is a
declarative transformation language where transformation rules
are created by defining a precondition that a model must satisfy in
order for the rule to be applied. If the precondition is satisfied, the
model is updated to satisfy the postcondition of the rule.
The first step of the adaption performed in our UAV example is
the switch between the communication via WiFi to radio. This can
be described in the textual syntax of Henshin with the following
excerpt:
graph {
node commands:Channel
node WiFi:Platform
node Radio:Platform
edges[(delete commands->WiFi:depends),
(create commands->Radio:depends)]}
The precondition specifies that the commands-channel depends
on WiFi. The postcondition states that the commands-channel should
depend on Radio and no longer on WiFi. This change is defined in
Henshin by the keywords delete and create. Where delete marks the
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parts of the precondition that must not exist after the application.
And create marks the parts of the postcondition that will be created
after the application. Parts without one of the two keywords are
part of the precondition and the postcondition, and must be valid
before and after the transformation application
In order to model the entire adaptation process, further transformations must be defined manually, which describe also the individual transient adaptation steps. In our example, this means, e.g, that
a transformation must be defined, which switches the communication back again, in order to describe the entire adaptation.

3.5

Attack Trees

Potential attacks on platforms and protocols are modeled using
Attack Trees (AT). An Attack Tree represents various ways and
necessary steps through which an adversary can attack the system.
Due to possible system reconfiguration, it is necessary to generate
Attack Trees for every platform, library or protocol used in the
system. The target of such an Attack Tree (e.g. a library) is modeled
as an external event that can be linked to the respective resource
in the Deployment Model.
Attack Trees are generated using a semi-automated approach,
similar to [15] by incorporating the data from three sources: CVE,
CVSS, and system library data. Each attack targets a platform, identified by its CPE entry, and may use one or more vulnerabilities to
impact it. The vulnerability data is obtained by implementing active
monitors allowing the collection of the most recently published
CVE data, the generation of corresponding Attack Trees and creation of an attack database for the system. The characteristics and
severity of vulnerabilities are represented using CVSS data. Finally,
the system library data includes all the libraries and applications,
as well as their specific versions that are used by a self-adaptive
system. These can be linked to the CVE data because it also includes
information regarding the library that was affected by a specific
vulnerability.
Mavlink 2.0
Access Mavlink 2.0
conection

Force Downgrade of
Mavlink version

Access Mavlink 1.0
connection

CVE-2020-10283
C�H/I�H/A�H

CVE-2020-10282
C�H/I�H/A�H

Figure 4: Example of an attack tree.
The root element (external event) describes the target of an attack
and serves as an interface to link the attack to the combined AFT.
For example, the exploitation of two vulnerabilities could result in
an attack on the Mavlink Protocol (Figure 4). Multiple vulnerabilities
(CVEs) can be linked together to build an attack path. In addition,
the CVSS:3.1 vector is added to the CVE identifier in order to provide
additional vulnerability information such as exploitability, impact,
temporal score, and environmental score metrics for each basic
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attack step. This also includes impact measures on CIA metrics. By
utilizing the vector data, we limit applicable combination rules to
rules matching the characteristics of the attack.

3.6

Model Combination

Joint analysis of safety and security requires combining Attack
and Fault Trees into AFTs using additional information from the
Dataflow Graph and Deployment Model. Attack and Fault Trees
often operate on different levels of abstraction, i.e. attacks mostly
target libraries, frameworks, protocols or hardware while basic
events of Fault Trees are mostly triggered by missing or corrupted
logical data flow or components. This different levels of abstraction
are mirrored in the logical Dataflow Graph and the Deployment
Model which specifies concrete systems and software implementing
this data flow.
B'
A

I�M
A�H

B

I�H
A�H

Dataﬂow Pattern

A'

send malicious message
AFT Fragment

Figure 5: Example combination rule for CWE-20: Improper
Input Validation.
Using a rule based translation scheme, patterns in the data flow
or deployment model create partial AFTs – representing generic
attack patterns or common weaknesses – that are connected to
external events in the Attack and Fault Trees, combining them
and bridging the abstraction gap. Rules are derived from Common
Weakness Enumeration (CWE) as well as Common Attack Pattern
Enumeration and Classification (CAPEC) data. These combination
rules can, for example, translate a logical data flow between two
components 𝐴 and 𝐵 into a tree fragment shown in Figure 5. Any
Attack or Fault Tree referencing component 𝐴 or 𝐵 can be connected
to the events 𝐴′ or 𝐵 ′ respectively. Such a rule might represent
the additional attack step needed to forge an invalid message in
component 𝐴 and sending it in order to compromise component
𝐵. To forge such a manipulated message, the attack or fault event
connecting to 𝐴′ needs to satisfy additional impact criteria, in this
case on the integrity or availability of component 𝐴. These impact
requirements, i.e. required values in the CVSS vector, serve as an
interface to combine only compatible events. Combination rules,
fault or attack events as well as references to elements in other
models can be annotated with such impact specifications.
Similarly, combination rules can express the spreading of faults
along data flow or how an attack on a vulnerable library allows
the attacker to also compromise a component using it – thereby
connecting a logical component from the Dataflow Graph with the
libraries its realization uses.
In our example scenario, the Fault Tree leading to control loss
and theft of the drone (Figure 2) and the Attack Tree in Figure 4
can be combined into the AFT shown in Figure 6. The Dataflow
Graph and Deployment Model—in the transient reconfiguration
state, when the WiFi connection is lost, but the return signal is
not yet sent—provide the necessary information to join the models
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Existing approaches for analyzing AFTs can be used, e.g. first translating the AFT into stochastic timed automata as input to existing
model checkers, e. g. Uppaal SMC [11]. Our proposed combination
approach for ATs and FTs will be extended to provide the necessary
timing and probability information. Already, events in ATs and
FTs are often annotated with timing or probability information. By
enriching the Dataflow Graph with additional timing information,
representing the delay and frequency of messages or the processing time of these messages in components, timing constraints on
adaptations can be derived in the analysis, similar to [20]. For example, an adaptation to avoid the spread of an error across multiple
components must be faster than the spreading of the error.

Loss of control over
the quadcopter

Incorrect return
message
No WiFi
connection

No radio
connection

commands
MITM attack on
commands channel

Spoofed
message injected

Unauthenticated
connection

Radio connection
unauthenticated

Mavlink 2.0 connection
unauthenticated

Radio

Mavlink 2.0

Access radio
connection

Access Mavlink 2.0
conection

p=1.0
Force Downgrade of
Mavlink version

Access Mavlink 1.0
connection

CVE-2020-10283
C�H/I�H/A�H

CVE-2020-10282
C�H/I�H/A�H

Figure 6: Combined AFT of the example.
despite their incompatible abstraction levels. Two combination
rules are used to combine the trees. These are derived from two
CAPEC patterns:
CAPEC-115: Authentication Bypass A channel is accessible without authentication if all constituent protocols, hardware, etc. is
accessible without authentication.
CAPEC-594: Traffic Injection A malicious actor can insert a spoofed
message into a channel, if it requires no authentication.
These rules are used to generate the partial tree (black) that
connects the external events of the Attack and Fault Trees. The first
rule matches the deployment of the commands channel, connecting
it to attacks on the authentication of the platforms and protocols
used. Next, the second rule matches the commands channel in the
dataflow and is connected to the external event in the fault tree.
The resulting AFT shows, that the Mavlink vulnerability in combination with using radio communication can lead to the control
loss over the quadcopter. This state occurs during adaptation, after
the quadcopter flies out of WiFi range by injecting a false return
message into the commands channel.

4

ANALYSIS APPROACH

In this section, we provide an outlook on the two dimensions of
our planned analysis approach.
Attack-Fault Tree Analysis. For each state of the system (transient
as well as steady), the corresponding combined AFT is generated.

Henshin state space analysis. Since we model the individual steps
of an adaptation using Henshin transformation rules, we can also
use the state space analysis provided by the Henshin tool set [2].
This allows to explore the entire state space resulting from the transformations, including the transient states that may occur during
adaptation with respect to the Dataflow Graph and the Deployment
Model. By examining the state space, resulting reachable states
can subsequently be examined in more detail with the help of the
AFT. This requires applying the individual transformations to the
models and then generating a new AFT. In addition, the correctness
of the modeling of the adaptation can be examined with the help
of invariants. For example, to ensure that there exists no combination of transformations that results in the command channel
communicating via radio and WiFi at the same time.

5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this vision paper, we present an integrated approach to model
and analyze safety and security aspects of a self-adaptive system.
Bridging the gap between high-level modeling and low-level implementation on specific platforms enables the analysis of vulnerabilities of system components with respect to safety requirements.
We also consider intermediate steps of an adaptation phase, which
may provide new attack surfaces. The next steps of our research
are to implement the different models and to define precisely the
translation into AFTs. Currently, our approach does not consider
time and probability aspects, although this is an important point
since, e.g., long lasting high effort attacks on vulnerabilities that
exist for only a short time during adaptation are less likely than
attacks that can be executed within a short time [1, 10]. In addition,
do we plan to use our approach also at run-time to continuously
analyze a system with respect to safety and security. This allows
us to include emerging security vulnerabilities even during the
runtime of the system. To do this, however, we must ensure that
the models are kept in sync with the system state as efficiently as
possible and that the translation and analysis of the AFT can be
performed within fixed time limits [3, 27]. Additionally, we plan
a case study in which we use our approach to analyze larger and
realistic systems in order to evaluate its scalability.
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